
LED Signaling Indicators

These signalling indicators with high luminosity LEDs are used for signalling that an electric contact has 

changed its state inside the switch. They can be installed only on switches of the LL, LX, LZ, LW, LG or 

LS series by screwing them on one of the conduit entries not used for electric cables. They can be used 

for many different purposes: for example, in combination with a rope switch (e.g. LLC18RRS-20) they 

can be used to signal (even from a distance) if the switch has been actuated.

In combination with safety switches with separate actuator (e.g. LLC6JK-20), they can instead be used 

to signal whether or not the protection is closed correctly. In combination with solenoid safety switches 

(LS or LG), they can signal if the protection is locked or unlocked. If they are combined with any switch 

of the LL, LX, LW or LZ series they can be used to calibrate the actuator. The inner part can rotate in such 

a way that it can be wired and screwed on the switch without any risk of twisting the wires.

TECHNICAL DATASHEET

Note: The feasibility of a code number does not mean the effective availability of a product

AC - SL 1 A RE P A 1

Operating Voltage

24 VAC/DC 1
120 VAC 3
230 VAC 4

Type of Light Source

Standard LED with continuous light A

Connection Type

P PUSH-IN terminal strip

Options and Ordering Codes

Body Design

A
Total height 40 mm,
spherical lens, threading
M20 x 1.5 mm

Lens Colour

WH White

RE Red

GR Green

YE Yellow
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Stock Items

AC-SL1AREPA1
AC-SL1AYEPA1

Accessories

Part Number Description S CH P

AC-DFPM20 Plastic nut, threaded, M20 x 1.5 6 27 M20 x 1.5

Technical Data

Protection Degree IP67 acc. to EN 60529 and IP69K acc. to ISO 20653

Ambient Temperature -25°C...+70°C

Operating voltage Un 24VAC/DC, 120VAC, 230VAC

Tolerance on the supply voltages ±15% of Un

Operating current 10mA

Connection system PUSH-IN spring type

Cross-section of rigid/flexible wires 

with wire-end sleeve

min. 1 x 0.34 mm2 (1 x AWG 24)

max. 1 x 1.5 mm2 (1 x AWG 16)

Wire cross-section with  

pre-insulated wire-end sleeve

min. 1 x 0.34 mm2 (1 x AWG 24)

max. 1 x 0.75 mm2 (1 x AWG 18)

Cable stripping length (x) min.: 8 mm

max.: 12 mm

Tightening torque 1.2 ... 2 Nm


